
Clear, Clean, and Simple.
ENJO for your Home.
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Our philosophy  

has stood the test of time.

1.) I ngenious products that improve people’s lives.

2.)  Respect for customers, partners and suppliers.

3.)  A belief that Direct Selling is the way,  

a business with a clear conscience.

Confidence in Textiles, Murdoch University, meets the strict 

criteria of HACCP standards, ISO 14001, ISO 9001, Trio of the 

year 2008, Winner of the EPIF competition, Action instead of 

Words Award 2009, Most Family Friendly Company of Austria 

2012, Austria’s Leading Companies 2011 etc.

CEO Johannes Engl

BEST EMPLOYER
2013

FAMILY FRIENDLY 
COMPANY 2014 – 2015
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My father Friedrich Engl  

was a passionate  

inventor all his life. 

Twenty-five years ago, my father  

designed a fibre that could separate oil 

from water. To his amazement, this fibre 

also had properties that could clean any 

surface pore-deep -- cleaning mechani-

cally rather than chemically, using just 

water. My father had a passion for dis-

covering and inventing, not cleaning. His 

invention was moved to the attic where 

it sat until 1990 when I stumbled across 

it. As a trained chef, I had practical experi-

ence in cleaning and was looking for a 

better way. The first time I used this fibre, 

I knew I was holding something revo-

lutionary in my hands. This innovation 

and my youthful ambition was reason 

enough for me to start ENJO. Initially I 

set my focus on the food industry and 

introducing ENJO in my neighbourhood. 

My girlfriend sewed the gloves on the 

weekends and I sold them successfully  

in my home town of Vorarlberg, Austria. 

Today the company has grown globally 

because of a tried and tested philoso-

phy. In the years following, we have de-

veloped a complete cleaning system. We 

are proud of our credentials and could fill 

libraries with our test results, awards, and 

certifications. Yet the strongest proof we 

have is an excited and satisfied customer 

in a converted household. Thank you to 

each ENJO user for making a difference.

First a dream,
now a reality around the world.
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Simply ingenious
ingeniously simple

Our fibres consist of microscopic fibres 

that reach into the finest crevices 

present on all surfaces. These fibres  

attract and hold the dirt that causes 

bacteria effectively and efficiently like  

a magnet, without the use of toxic 

chemicals.

Each room in your home has different 

surfaces and different kinds of dirt. We 

have developed specific fibres to tackle 

various cleaning jobs, from light to  

extreme. Our cleaning system has 

evolved in shape and colour, making it a 

true advancement in cleaning. By using 

ENJO and water, all the surfaces in your 

home are protected and cleaned pore-

deep. A clean you can see and feel. 

Made in Austria 

We produce our textiles exclusively 

in Vorarlberg and we source our raw  

materials from this region as much as 

possible. Experienced staff, the finest 

raw materials, and modern machinery 

are the foundation of our innovative 

and award-winning products. Every 

article that is produced is checked for 

quality control by hand, ensuring the 

highest quality products for you, our 

customer. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed

30-day money-back guarantee: If you 

are not completely satisfied with your 

ENJO purchase or if any product does 

not perform as claimed, ENJO will re-

place the product or refund your money. 

Product warranty: All ENJO products 

carry a two-year warranty against faulty 

workmanship. Please refer to page 26 

of this brochure for the proper care and 

use of the products.

“As a building caretaker, saving money is my main reason 

to buy the ENJO products. Thanks to the special fibres and 

cleaning system, we get a cleaner, faster and more product-

ive result with fewer resources.”

Martin Stark, Facilities Engineer 

from Vorarlberg, Austria

About the ENJOtex fibre4 | 5



ingeniously simple

Better results only with water

And that’s a fact.

In 2007, research on various clean-

ing systems was conducted by the hy-

giene representative of the Department 

of Health in Vorarlberg, Austria. The test 

results show that cleaning with ENJO is, 

on average, six times better than clean-

ing with conventional methods.

“In facilities of health care the use of 

ENJO fibre products is not only recom-

mended but should be demanded in or-

der to achieve an optimal cleaning result.”

Hans Hirschmann  

Hygiene representative 

of the Federal Hygienic Department  

Vorarlberg, Austria

Cleans 6x cleaner
than traditional cleaning methods.

Cleaning with ENJO

ENJOtex fibres remove dirt and particles 

from all crevices. The dirt is trapped in the 

ENJO fibres until washed out of the fibre 

with soap and water.

Traditional cleaning

Conventional cloths clean superficially, 

leaving dirt and chemical residue in 

the crevices of surfaces. This is an ideal 

breeding ground for bacteria.



Saving...
... plenty of time 

“As a busy mom of 

twin daughters, two 

dogs and a full-time 

job,  I couldn’t live 

without my ENJO 

Dust fibres. Not only do I find them 

quick,  convenient and easy to use, but 

the fact that there are no chemicals is 

the real plus as one of my daughters has 

asthma and eczema – less is more.”

Erin Buchanan, ENJO customer 

from Toronto Ontario, Canada 

Your time is valuable. 

ENJO saves you time.

Give yourself more time for the import-

ant things in life. With the ENJO fibre 

technology and a little bit of water, you 

can clean your home in half the time: 

Wet, wipe, dry and DONE!

Live easier, better and healthier with 

ENJO! Make more time for family, 

friends and for yourself! Carpe Diem!

 
... money made easy

More money in your pocket – less 

waste in the landfill.

We have developed a modern clean-

ing system that protects our precious  

natural resources. By cleaning with only 

a small amount of cold water and with-

out chemical cleaners, ENJO protects 

the environment. ENJO fibres and tools 

last up to three years, replacing litres 

of chemical cleaners. This will have a  

significant impact on your wallet and 

the environment.
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Protecting...
... your health 

... and the environment

... plenty of time 

Nature is our home.

Make your home a chemical-free zone 

with ENJO. Not only will you and your 

family benefit by having a healthy 

clean home, so will the environ-

ment. Thank you for protecting  

the environment for future  

generations.

Do you want to Kill or Clean? 

Are you unknowingly exposing your 

family to harmful chemicals?  

Numerous chemicals* are present in 

every household. Did you know that 75% 

of all accidental poisonings occur in the 

home or that asthma and allergy cases in 

young and old alike are on the rise?

Does your child touch the windows or 

the surfaces you clean? Does your pet 

walk on the floors? All of us are exposed 

to the harmful chemicals used in clean-

ing the home.

* According to the Austrian government,  
up to 5,000 chemicals are found 

in a common household.

ENJO cleans only with water. 

“In a survey done on 425 homes, 84% 

thought chemicals did not pose a health 

risk with a ‘if it’s not affecting me now it’s 

OK’ attitude.”

Dr. Peter Dingle, Toxicologist, Murdoch 

University, Perth, Australia

CHEMICAL FREE ZONE

  Eliminates 90% of the 
chemical cleaners

 Time savings 50%

  Reduces water 
use by 50%
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Your business
as a certified ENJOpreneur

Is ENJO for you?

Are you interested in a business 

with flexible time management? You  

decide… part-time or full-time! Would 

you like to make an active and positive 

contribution to our environment?

ENJO is a growing business and we 

are looking for people who want to be 

a part of something special. Teaching 

people how to clean chemical-free and 

offering our successful ENJO products 

is what we do. Our priority is excellent 

customer service, so if you like working 

with people and want to make a posi-

tive change, this job is ideal for you. 

Personal development, free training, ca-

reer opportunities and constant support 

are customized to your personal and  

financial needs. Your success is defined 

by you. This is the cornerstone of the 

ENJO philosophy. 

Need more information or ready to 

start an ENJO business? 

Contact ENJO Head Office at  

info@enjo-canada.com or your ENJO-

preneur for more information.  We look 

forward to welcoming you to the ENJO 

family.

Your ENJO business

2012 New Zealand: ENJO festival celebrated with ENJO members from around the world.



as a certified ENJOpreneur

Maria Scheiber
Team Manager  
from Austria

“ENJO allows me to be myself. I enjoy 

being enthusiastic and sharing my pas-

sion with others. Becoming a Team Man-

ager has helped me to grow both pro-

fessionally and personally. I tell  my new 

team members that they can reach all 

their goals with ENJO. ENJO is a once in 

a lifetime opportunity!”

Nick Porter
Distributor  
from New Zealand

“ENJO is not a job, it’s a passion and a 

mission. The passion comes from both 

the customers and the ENJOpreneurs 

grasping the chemical-free concept and 

then running with ENJO and experien-

cing all the revolutionary advantages and 

benefits from the product and the busi-

ness. The mission comes from the fact 

ENJO is such a healthy product and can 

turn people’s lives around. Who wouldn’t 

want to share this?”

“It’s great to be my own boss with my 

own business! ENJO means giving others 

fantastic products and feeling free of 

chemicals. I get to know so many people 

and come into their homes. My cus-

tomers get more time, and protect their 

health. As a ENJOpreneur I travel around 

the world with the best ENJO members 

and experience so many positive things. 

ENJO is learning by doing and get-

ting to know myself and my potential. 

I give my grandchildren a better planet to 

live on. This company is solid and heart 

warming to me. It gives me self respect 

and a good life and feeling.”

Anne Mai Neumann
ENJOpreneur  
from Norway

“I love that I can be everything and  

anything with ENJO! Wife, mother, sales 

person, motivator and role model to my 

children. ENJO is the gift that I give to 

other women to be more… The power 

to choose their life! I love that!”

Natalie Canoglu
Senior Sales Leader
Canada

“I love the ENJO products and I think the perfect way to appreciate the simplicity and 

brilliance of ENJO is to have a demo in your own home. Sharing the WOW moments 

with family and friends is amazing... I love seeing everyone’s face when they see the 

fabulous results ENJO gives you!

The demo lets everyone have hands on experience using the fibres and gives them 

an opportunity to see ENJO in action. It’s fun, informative and the best way to learn 

to use the products. You get great discounts on products for hosting a demo too. I say 

spread the word, not the dirt!”

Ruth Doig
ENJO Host  
from Scotland
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Kitchen

Kitchen

  Area of use   # 40002

All surfaces in the kitchen to remove heavy 
soilage e.g. on stovetops, baking trays, ovens, 
plastics, kitchen utensils, appliances, toasters, 
etc. The green side with the black scouring 
patches serves as a scourer. It removes heav-
ily baked on grime on ovens, ceramic/glass 
tops and cooktops, etc. The green fibre in be-
tween the black scouring patches is a micro 
fibre which lifts the loosened grime and water.

  Caution  
Surfaces should be cool before using Kitchen 
fibres. Fibre should not be used regularly on 
wooden surfaces as they will gradually re-
move varnish, stain or wax – use the Plus Line 
Duo Glove on these surfaces.

  Use  
Damp to wet. Best results are achieved by 
using cold water as heavy kitchen soilage 
is usually greasy – and this will just smear if 
warm or hot water is used. Warm water may 
be used to loosen dirt/heavy soilage that is 
NOT greasy.

Kitchen Duo Glove
Always at your fingertips –  
our classic fibre for kitchen cleaning.

  Area of use   # 40025

For the drying of dishes, cutlery, pots, pans, 
glasses, etc.

  Caution  
The serrated surface of bread knives can 
pull the textile loops out of the ENJO 
Tea Towel. Thin and narrow glasses 
should be dried with the Cutlery & Glass  
ENJOfil.

  Use  
Dry.

  ENJO hints  
The waffle design of the ENJO Tea Towel ab-
sorbs ample water. This way a large amount 
of dishes can be dried.

Tea Towel
The best tea towel in the world – there is 
no turning back after using it once.

More information:

Photograph the QR Code 

with your mobile phone  

or visit us on  

www.enjo.ca



Kitchen Duocloth
The small double-sided cloth  
for heavy kitchen dirt and grease.

  Area of use   # 40021

All surfaces in the kitchen to remove heavy 
soilage e.g. on stovetops, baking trays, ovens, 
plastics, kitchen utensils, appliances, toasters, 
etc. The green side with the black scouring 
patches serves as a scourer. It removes heav-
ily baked on grime on ovens, ceramic/glass 
tops and cooktops, etc. The green fibre in be-
tween the black scouring patches is a micro 
fibre which lifts the loosened grime and water.

  Caution  
Surfaces should be cool before using Kitchen 
fibres. Fibre should not be used regularly on 
wooden surfaces as they will gradually re-
move varnish, stain or wax – use the Plus Line 
Duo Glove on these surfaces.

  Use  
Damp to wet. Best results are achieved by 
using cold water as heavy kitchen soilage 
is usually greasy – and this will just smear if 
warm or hot water is used. Warm water may 
be used to loosen dirt/heavy soilage that is 
NOT greasy.

  Area of use   # 40062

For removing heavy soilage on crockery, pots, 
pans, ovens or similar objects and burnt on 
dirt where scouring is needed. Ideal for burnt 
on grime on ceramic stove tops. The scrubber 
side is suitable for scouring. It removes strong 
encrusted food particles on grills, ovens, cer-
amic stove ovens, etc. The green fibre on the 
other side is a micro fibre designed to remove 
grease and to absorb water.

  Caution  
Surface must not be hot when using the 
Kitchen Scrub (e.g. ceramic stove tops). Before 
cleaning let the surface cool down.

  Use  
Damp to wet. After using, thoroughly rinse 
the Kitchen Scrub with a little bit of dish soap, 
squeeze well and hang up to dry.

  ENJO hints  
The Marble Paste is the ideal partner for the 
Kitchen Scrub, which will remove heavy 
grime in no time at all. The Kitchen Scrub is 
machine washable up to 60°C. 

Kitchen Scrub
Our hygienic, machine washable  
replacement for hundreds of sponges.

  Area of use   # 40028

Cleaning of fruits and vegetables.

  Use  
Damp to wet. Use the yellow side to clean off 
dirt, pesticides, preservatives and wax of fruits 
and vegetables. The green side is made for 
drying the food and for cleaning off smaller 
dirt particles.

Fruit & Veggie Cloth 
Our double-sided cloth for  
cleaning fruits and vegetables.

  Area of use   # 40029

In the kitchen for light dirt and spills. On all 
surfaces such as kitchen cupboards, tables, 
and counters.

  Caution  
Not suitable for oiled wooden surfaces.

  Use  
Damp to wet.

  ENJO hints  
The Kitchen All Purpose Cloth replaces the 
“everyday” cloths in all areas of the kitchen. 
Use on stainless steel appliances to remove 
fingerprints and light dirt.

Kitchen All Purpose Cloth
Our answer to the everyday  
cleanup needs in your kitchen.

  Area of use   # 41007

Gets into hard to reach places, nooks and cran-
nies, small spaces, e.g. plug hole in sink, glass 
vases, baby bottles, shelf runners in ovens and 
fridges, Thermos flasks, coffee makers, dish-
washer filters, drinking bottles, etc. The Kitchen 
Maid is ideal for washing dishes. There’s no 
need to immerse your hands in water.

  Caution  
For greasy pans, use the Kitchen Glove or the 
Kitchen Duocloth. Do not use the end of the 
Kitchen Maid to scratch or rub on hard objects 
(e.g. pots, work surfaces, etc.) as the fibre may 
be damaged. 

  Use  
Damp to wet. To attach the fibre to the Kitch-
en Maid, put fibre over the upper end of the 
plastic tool and secure the fibre with the press 
stud.

  ENJO hints  
Replacement fibre heads can be purchased 
separately, as required.

Kitchen Maid
No more wet hands  
when washing dishes.

  Area of use   # # 46030

Use daily as a super-absorbant streak-free 
drying cloth. Leaves surfaces lint-free. 

  Caution  
Sharp edges can damage this super fine cloth. 
This affects the look but not the drying or 
cleaning ability of the ENJOfil.

  Use  
Dry to damp. 

  ENJO hints  
Dry use of Kitchen & Glass ENJOfil: For 
drying, fold cloth 2 to 3 times. You will 
get 4 to 8 cloth areas which can be used 
to dry off surfaces. Damp use of Kitch-
en & Glass ENJOfil: Wet the ENJOfil  
completely with cold water, squeeze out  
excess water, and then fold 2 to 3 times. This 
gives you 4 to 8 cloth areas which can be 
used to clean.

Kitchen & Glass ENJOfil 
Our expert for streak and lint-free  
drying results on cutlery and glass.
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Bathroom

Bathroom



  Area of use   # 40100

All surfaces in the bathroom – sink/vanity, 
bathtub, tiles, grouting, shower screens/doors 
made of tempered glass, toilets, etc. 

  Caution  
Take care when using this fibre on Perspex/ 
Plexiglass screens where there is hard water. 
Fine calcium deposits can have a sandpaper 
effect on the surface and may leave scratch 
marks on the surfaces. In this case, treat area 
with Calcium Dissolver beforehand (1 tea-
spoon per 1 litre of water), rinse with water 
using this fibre and wipe with Bathroom  
ENJOfil.

  Use  
Damp to wet.

  ENJO hints  
The daily clean can be much faster by wiping 
the wet areas immediately after bathing or 
showering with the dry white fibre. To achieve 
an immediate shine, you can finish off with 
the Bathroom ENJOfil. If cleaning with the 
white fibre is not enough (very hard water), 
or when you clean with this fibre for the first 
time, use Calcium Dissolver. Procedure: Mix  
1 teaspoon of Calcium Dissolver with 1 litre 
of water and wipe over the areas with the 
white fibre. Rinse with lots of water and dry off 
with the Bathroom ENJOfil. In extreme cases,  
diluted Calcium Dissolver can be left on the 
surfaces for a period of time to take effect.  
If necessary repeat the procedure.

Bathroom Glove
Always at your fingertips –  
our classic fibre for the bathroom.

  Area of use   # 40124

Daily use in the bathroom for very smooth 
surfaces like chrome items, glass tops, mirrors, 
glass cabinets, etc. The ENJOfil is also a super 
absorbent, streak-free drying cloth for use 
after the Bathroom Glove or Cloth. 

  Caution  
Wash with other whites. Sharp edges can dam-
age this superfine cloth. This affects the look 
but not the cleaning ability of the cloth.

  Use  
Dry to damp.

  ENJO hints  
Dry: Excellent for streak-free drying of sur-
faces. Damp: Wet the ENJOfil completely 
with cold water, squeeze out excess water, 
then fold 2 to 3 times to get 4 to 8 cloth 
areas with which you can clean. Spray a 
lightly soiled mirror with water from the 
Spraybottle and dry off with the dry ENJOfil.

Bathroom ENJOfil
Sparkling results with our super 
absorbent, streak free drying cloth.

  Area of use   # 41010

Toilet, drain, etc.

  Caution  
The Bathroom Maid can be used to replace 
the toilet brush. Do not rub or scratch the 
leading edge on hard objects such as rough 
tiled floors as it may damage the fibre.

  Use  
Wet. The Bathroom Maid reaches effortlessly 
into difficult corners. If the fibre is not strong 
enough (e.g. for the initial clean) put a few 
drops of pure Calcium Dissolver onto the 
fibre tip and clean along the toilet rim. Leave 
to take effect and then rinse thoroughly. Even 
hard-to-remove stains will be dissolved.

  ENJO hints  
The longer reach of the Maid enables the bot-
tom of the toilet bowl below the water line, 
with the various calcium and urine stains, to 
be cleaned more thoroughly and effectively. 
For heavy deposits put 1-2 teaspoons of Cal-
cium Dissolver into the toilet bowl and leave 
to work overnight. Then clean with the Bath-
room Maid.

Bathroom Maid
Handy cleaning of hard-to-reach 
areas in the bathroom.

  Area of use   # 40167

All areas of the bathroom. Especially effective 
on cleaning tile grout.

  Use  
Damp to wet.

  Caution  
Take care when using this fibre on Perspex/ 
Plexiglass screens especially in hard water 
areas. It may lead to fine calcium deposits that 
can have a sandpaper effect on the surface 
and can leave scratch marks on the surfaces. 
In this case, treat area with Calcium Dissolver 
beforehand (1 teaspoon per 1 litre of water), 
rinse with water using this fibre and wipe with 
Bathroom ENJOfil.

  ENJO hints  
The Bathroom Scrub is ideal for cleaning 
tile joints that have become greyish. In case 
of strong calcium deposits the Bathroom 
Scrub can be used in combination with a 
few drops of Calcium Dissolver.

Bathroom Scrub
Our expert for cleaning 
tile and grout.

  Area of use   # 40121

Bathrooms, en suites, laundries, guest toilets, 
bathtubs, tiles, shower screens, hand basins, 
toilets, etc. Speckled fibre for delicate areas like 
marble hand basins or acrylic shower screens, 
shower basins, bathtubs and high gloss tiles.

  Use  
Dry to wet.

  ENJO hints  
The mixed yellow side is not only ideal to dry 
after but also for a damp cleaning of dusty 
surfaces in the bathroom. Thanks to the 
special structure dust particles are lifted and 
trapped by the fibre.

Bathroom Duo Cloth
Handy bathroom helper 
for the quick clean up.
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Clean home, 
pure living



Open up the page and 
learn about the latest 
ENJO innovations - 
a clever and easy Floor and 
Window Cleaning System. 
ENJOy the lasting pureness 
of green living!



Plus Line Fibre Combiwiper
Our revolutionary all-around fibre for fast  
and flexible window and surface cleaning.

  Area of use   # 40566/40567

Windows, conservatories and any large smooth 
washable surfaces such as doors, mirrors, 
greenhouses, etc.

  Caution  
In dusty environments, windows should be 
rinsed with water to remove large particles 
of dust and grit. Take care when using this 
fibre on Perspex/Plexiglass screens especially 
in hard water areas. It may lead to fine cal-
cium deposits that can have a sandpaper 
effect on the surface and can leave scratch 
marks on the surfaces. In this case, treat area 
with Calcium Dissolver beforehand (1 tea-
spoon per 1 litre of water), rinse with water 
using this fibre and wipe with Plus Line  
ENJOfil.

  Use  
Damp to wet.

  ENJO hints  
When using in strong sunlight, more water 
should be sprayed onto the windows. When 
used with the Telescopic Pole, high windows 
and hard-to-reach places can be cleaned 
safely. In case of very stubborn dirt, e.g. win-
dows covered with fly spots, use a little bit of 
Marble Paste together with your Combiwiper.

  Area of use   # 40164/40165

Large areas of tiles, shower cubicles, etc.

  Caution  
Take care when using this fibre on Perspex/ 
Plexiglass screens especially in hard water 
areas. It may lead to fine calcium deposits that 
can have a sandpaper effect on the surface 
and can leave scratch marks on the surfaces. 
In this case, treat area with Calcium Dissolver 
beforehand (1 teaspoon per 1 litre of water), 
rinse with water using this fibre and wipe with 
Bathroom ENJOfil.

  Use  
Dry to wet. Wet fibre, fold and squeeze with 
light pressure to get rid of excess water. Then 
put on the Combiwiper.

  ENJO hints  
The fibre can be reversed to give an extra 
cleaning side to the fibre.

Bathroom Fibre Combiwiper
Our all round fibre for revolutionary  
cleaning of tiles and shower doors.

16cm/28cm 16cm/28cm

Combiwiper
16cm/28cm

Johannes Engl and his team have redesigned 

one of our most important ENJO tools, our 

Combiwiper. The new Combiwiper features 

the latest inventions for simple handling and 

perfect results. We set the focus on creating an 

ergonomic tool that goes easy on the wrist and 

makes cleaning even faster and more effective.  

With a few simple steps the size as well as the 

shape of the Combiwiper can be changed  

allowing for an unprecedented number of  

applications and cleaning techniques.

# 41037

NEW

    Ergonomic grip  
the special shaped 
handle sits perfectly 
in the hand

Powerful yet gentle  
the shorter Combiwiper puts 

the ideal pressure on the 
cleaning surface. You will get 

perfect cleaning results and 
your arm is treated with care.

    Spring loaded  
mechanism 
is easy on 
the wrist and 
controls the 
pressure  
needed for  
cleaning.

  Area of use   # 40527

Daily use in all areas of the house on smooth, 
shiny surfaces. For the final finish of windows 
and glass surfaces, picture frames, lamps, can-
dlestick holders, light soilage on mirrors, etc.

  Caution  
Sharp edges can damage this fine cloth. This 
affects the look but not the cleaning ability.

  Use  
Dry to damp.

  ENJO hints  
Can be used in conjunction with Dust Glove 
(dusting) and Combiwiper (windows). Dry: 
For drying, fold cloth 2 to 3 times through 
the middle. You will get 4 to 8 cloth areas to 
dry off surfaces. Damp: Wet the ENJOfil com-
pletely with cold water, squeeze excess water, 
then fold 2 to 3 times through the middle. You 
will get 4 to 8 cloth areas with which you can 
clean. Hard water can leave a residue in the 
fibre after prolonged use. In this case, soak the 
ENJOfil for approx. 1 hour in 1 litre of water 
with 2 teaspoons of Calcium Dissolver. Rinse 
thoroughly.

Plus Line ENJOfil
Drying made easy with our super  
absorbent, high-quality ENJOfil.



     Gentle and thorough  
Perfect cleaning results, 
including corners and  
along skirting boards.

NEW

    Oval fibre attachment 
for large surfaces 

    Adjustable & exchangeable Rubber  
to dry difficult to reach surfaces

    Easy working without getting tired  
as the new Combiwiper is very light

    Fully and easily adjustable   
so that the height can be 
adapted perfectly to each 
user and for each task quickly 
and easily (96cm to 172cm).

    Fits everybody    
special grip allows the user to hold 
the grip in an ergonomic posture

Light, yet so strong  
The pole is made of 

high quality anodized 
and drawn aluminium. 

    Non-slip grip     
two-component grip 
with 4 flattened surface 
areas for a firm grip.

    Rounded, soft edges 
made of anodised aluminium 
to prevent surface scratches.

  Area of use     # 41021

Cleaning indoors and outdoors in combina-
tion with the Flexi 55 cm and/or Combiwiper 
as well as the Power Grip or Telescopic Pole.

  Caution  
The Twister is not compatible with the old 
Combiwiper 25cm/35cm.

  Use  
By pushing yellow valve head the Twister can 
be adjusted to the angles 45°, 90°, 135° and 
180°.

  ENJO Hints  
If the windows are obstructed with furniture, 
the Combiwiper in combination with the 
Twister and if needed the Telescopic Pole 
can reach these places. Tile walls in the bath-
room are cleaned easier in all corners without 
putting strain on the arms (e.g. glass shower 
walls). Perfectly suited to clean roof windows, 
high staircases and sun rooms. 

Twister 
Our tool attachment for difficult 
to reach areas



  Area of use   # 40344

Anywhere dry dusting is required. Smooth 
floors, wall surfaces and ceilings of any kind, 
etc. The fibres will trap human and animal hair 
and small particles and not release them until 
shaken or washed.

  Caution  
If the Floorfibre Dust is used on very oily  
surfaces or surfaces treated with synthetic 
polishes the fibre could possibly become 
clogged and would become less effective.  
If this occurs, wash the fibre in the washing 
machine.

  Use  
Dry. Charge the Floorfibre Dust first by rub-
bing it with your hand for a few seconds to 
create a static charge.

  ENJO hints  
The ENJO Floorfibre Dust does not require 
washing after each use. After using the fibre 
simply give it a shake outside. Only when you 
feel that the fibre looks dirty, wash it in the 
washing machine.

Floorfibre Dust
Allergists recommend our  
pore-deep, fast floor cleaning.

  Area of use   # 40540

Light-to-average soilage on internal floor sur-
faces. Oiled, waxed and unsealed floors e.g. 
wood, bamboo, parquet tiles, marble, granite, 
cork, stone, ceramic and high gloss tile floors. 
The fibre is highly absorbent and floors dry 
quickly and streak free. 

  Caution  
Not suitable for very rough wooden floors 
as the fibre loops may get entangled in the 
wood. Do not leave dirty or wet Floorfibres to 
dry on the Floorcleaner.

  Use  
Dry to wet.

  ENJO hints  
Ideal for drying sealed floors that have been 
washed with the Floorfibre Medium. After the 
Floorfibre Soft has been washed in the wash-
ing machine give it a quick shake to straighten 
the fibres again.

Floorfibre Soft
Gentle cleaning of sensitive smooth  
surfaces such as floors and walls.

This new invention of ENJO is a light weight yet robust tool 

made for multipurpose use. Thanks to its low weight, our new 

Telescopic Pole enables fast and perfect cleaning results. A firm 

and comfortable hold provides for an upright posture. The fully 

adjustable Telescopic Pole allows for a straight and relaxed 

working position. Additionally, it facilitates the cleaning in diffi-

cult-to-reach areas. Our pole is compatible with all ENJO tools 

and makes our Combiwiper and Flexi even more effective.

# 41033

Telescopic Pole
secure & ergonomic

IMPROVED

Patented locking system  
For more stability in the upright and working position, 
our award winning system allows you to lock upright 

and release for cleaning, all in one easy step.  



  Area of use   # 40557

For heavy-duty cleaning of outdoor areas 
such as tiles, wood decking, stone paths, gar-
age floors, etc.  Hose the surface first to loos-
en large particles and then let the fibre do the 
work.

  Caution  
Not suitable for more delicate floor surfaces. 
Do not leave dirty or wet Floorfibres to dry on 
the Floorcleaner.

  Use  
Wet.

  ENJO hints  
Works very well to remove algae and moss 
from pool tiles and exterior brick walls. 

Floorfibre Extreme
Ideal for hard or tough surfaces  
indoors and out. 

  Area of use   # 40542

For deep cleaning by removing buildup of 
dirt, grime, detergents or other residue from 
indoor and outdoor surfaces including: un-
sealed slate, sandstone, unsealed terracotta, 
uneven tiles, heavy duty floors and wall tiles, 
etc.

  Caution  
This fibre takes all waxes and oils off floors, 
ceilings and walls. Therefore it is only suitable 
for heavy-duty or sealed floors i.e. non-oiled/
non-waxed. Do not leave dirty or wet Floor-
fibres to dry on the Floorcleaner.

  Use  
Wet.

  ENJO hints  
For indoor surfaces, dry off after use with 
either the Soft or Medium Floorfibre. This fibre 
can only retain a limited amount of water. 
With high-gloss floors or in case of high traces 
of calcium in the water, we recommend to 
immediately wipe over with the Floorfibre 
Soft or Medium after use. 

Floorfibre Strong
Our strong floorfibre
for problem surfaces.

  Area of use   # 40554

Inside the house for all varnished/sealed floors 
like laminates, lacquered parquet and tiled 
floors as well as PVC, etc.

  Caution  
Not suitable for oiled wooden floors. Do not 
leave dirty or wet Floorfibres to dry on the 
Floorcleaner.

  Use  
Damp to wet.

  ENJO hints  
Old, once shiny tiles and dull wooden floors 
will regain their shine and polished look if a 
few drops of Polishing Cleaner are added to 
the water used for cleaning. For drying we 
recommend our Floorfibre Soft. 

Floorfibre Medium
Cleaning in no time for most  
common floor types.

    360° quality joint 
The positioning of the 360° floor 
plate joint allows you to reach 
into corners, under furniture or 
up walls.

Our improved ENJO Floorcleaner Plate features 

the latest advancements for best cleaning results 

and a long product lifespan. We have designed our 

Floorcleaner around the needs and feedback from 

our customers. Our patented ENJO Floorcleaner 

combines high functionality and easy handling, with 

important ergonomic aspects. The Floorplate and the 

Telescopic Pole are made exclusively from high qual-

ity materials.

# 41001

Floorplate
simply an ingenious tool

    Excellent stability  
slot in sleeve for  
even better hold

Awesome results 
full contact area 

for perfect cleaning results
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Living

  Area of use   # 40500

To lift dust, hair, fluff and lint off fabrics eas-
ily. e.g. soft furnishings, clothing, fabrics and 
suede items, and to remove lint from all ENJO 
fibres. Work against grain to collect lint and 
with grain to remove lint from the glove. 

  Caution  
On sensitive fabrics such as wool or velvet, try 
first on an inconspicuous area as the material 
could be snagged.

  Use  
Dry.

  ENJO hints  
The Lint Glove removes any lint and hair/
dandruff from jackets and coats. The ENJO 
Lint Glove is also great when tissues get into 
the wash by mistake. Instead of all the work 
picking the tissue off the clothes, wipe with 
the ENJO Lint Glove and the tissue will be  
removed in no time. With your dampened 
hand, you can easily remove the lint from the 
ENJO Lint Glove.

Lint Glove
Say goodbye to lint, hair, and fluff on  
clothes and furniture upholstery.

Living 

Testing on animals
The development and production of all ENJO products is done without 
animal experiments. Thank you for caring!



  Area of use   # 40522

In the whole household for light soilage. On 
all sensitive surfaces such as waxed wooden 
furniture, wooden window frames and doors, 
high-gloss tiles and natural stone that have 
been treated with a coating/polish or other 
care product (marble, tiles, etc.).

  Use  
Dry to wet. Best cleaning results when the 
fibre is damp (spray with water from the 
Spraybottle).

  ENJO hints  
The Plus Line Cloth Soft replaces the “every-
day” wiping cloth in all areas around the 
house. For ultimate longevity and ease of use, 
it is recommended to purchase two Plus Line 
Cloths Soft and rotate them daily.

Plus Line Cloth Soft
Long lasting cleaning for
delicate surfaces.

  Area of use   # 40503

Use the striped side on non-sensitive textiles 
like carpets, sofas, clothes, shoes, textile cov-
ering in cars, etc.

  Caution  
Do not apply pressure or rub too hard. If you 
have used too much water, dry behind with 
the soft fibre. Always clean in circles from 
the outer side to the inner side. This motion 
will help prevent water stains and ensure that 
the dirt is not rubbed into the fibre. In case 
of heavy staining, our Real Soap Plus can 
be used. This procedure can be repeated if  
necessary.

  Use  
Damp.

  ENJO hints  
In areas with hard water, to avoid calcium 
marks we recommend using distilled water. 
Also available in handy 10 x 10 cm cloth.

Plus Line Duo Glove Textile
ENJO’s answer for spots and stains  
on fabrics and textiles.

  Area of use   # 40505

All around the house for light or heavy dirt. 
Soft fibre side (light blue side) on sensitive 
surfaces such as waxed or painted surfaces, 
wooden furniture, wood window frames, pic-
ture frames, high-gloss tiles and natural stone 
treated with a wax or polish coating. Use the 
strong fibre side (dark blue) on harder wearing 
surfaces such as entrance areas, sliding door 
tracks, plastic/vinyl window or door frames, 
and where greasy dirt is present.

  Caution  
The dark blue side is not suitable for oiled or 
waxed surfaces (may strip the oil or wax from 
the surface).

  Use  
Damp to wet.

  ENJO hints  
The soft side allows cleaning of sensitive 
surfaces without stripping wax, oils, or paint 
from the surface. The dark blue side with the 
special fibre construction will trap and hold 
greasy dirt without transferring the dirt to the 
next surface to be cleaned.

Plus Line Duo Glove
Our all-around glove to tackle light  
or heavy dirt around the house.

  Area of use   # 40527 

Daily use in all areas of the house on smooth, 
shiny surfaces. For the final finish of windows 
and glass surfaces, picture frames, lamps, can-
dlestick holders, light soilage on mirrors, etc.

  Caution  
Sharp edges can damage this fine cloth. This 
affects the look but not the cleaning ability.

  Use  
Dry to damp.

  ENJO hints  
Can be used in conjunction with Dust Glove 
(dusting) and Combiwiper (windows). Dry: 
For drying, fold cloth 2 to 3 times through 
the middle. You will get 4 to 8 cloth areas to 
dry off surfaces. Damp: Wet the ENJOfil com-
pletely with cold water, squeeze excess water, 
then fold 2 to 3 times through the middle. You 
will get 4 to 8 cloth areas with which you can 
clean. Hard water can leave a residue in the 
fibre after prolonged use. In this case, soak the 
ENJOfil for approx. 1 hour in 1 litre of water 
with 2 teaspoons of Calcium Dissolver. Rinse 
thoroughly.

Plus Line ENJOfil
Drying made easy with our super  
absorbent, high-quality ENJOfil.

  Area of use   # 40561

All areas in the house. To clean light dirt and 
grease from high or hard-to-reach places 
e.g. on top of, below and beside kitchen and 
laundry appliances, between the vanity and 
shower door tracks and air vents. Will bend in 
many directions to suit different surfaces.

  Caution  
The fibre is only suitable for light soilage. If 
rubbed too hard on the edges the Flexi can 
have the effect of a knife and cut through the 
fibre. When using the Flexi, ensure there is 
enough space around it to be able to manipu-
late it without crushing the fibre. The Flexi is 
fun to use but should not be used as a child’s 
toy.

  Use  
Dry to damp.

  ENJO hints  
In conjunction with the Power Grip, it pro-
vides extended overhead reach of up to 
half a metre (with the Telescopic Pole up to  
2.5 metres).

Plus Line Flexifibre 
For hard-to-reach areas such as blinds,
under furniture or behind radiators.

55cm
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Living 

Living

The Flexi 55cm is made of first-

class steel which can be bent ea sily 

in all directions and holds its shape  

securely.

Flexi 55cm
The flexibility of this  

ENJO tool is unbeatable.

Power Grip  
# 41022

Flexi 55cm  
# 41006



  Area of use   # 40220

Designed to polish leather jackets, shoes, 
belts, handbags, etc.

  Caution  
Always try on an inconspicuous spot first 
when polishing jewellery or furniture.

  Use  
Dry.

  ENJO hints  
After applying and drying off of polishes and 
waxes the Polishing Cloth evenly distributes 
the protective layer over the surface and traps 
excess wax.

Polishing Cloth
Puts a sparkle to 
high-gloss surfaces.

  Area of use   # 40302

In the whole household, wherever dusting 
is needed. Ideal for the TV, computer screen, 
CD player, stereo (make sure you switch off 
any electronic devices), pictures, any wall and 
ceiling coverings (e.g. wood, wall paper, paint),  
furniture, leafy plants, car interior, etc.

  Caution  
If the Dust Glove is used on very oily surfaces 
or surfaces treated with polishes, the fibre 
could possibly become clogged and would 
become less effective. In this case, wash the 
fibre in the washing machine.

  Use  
Dry. Charge the Dust Glove first by rubbing 
each side with your hand for a few seconds to 
create a static charge.

  ENJO hints  
The Dust Glove does not require washing 
after each use. Only when you feel that the 
fibre looks dirty, wash it in the washing ma-
chine. This ensures the efficiency of the fibre 
is maintained for several years. 

Dust Glove
Our classic fibre for  
sensational results.

  Area of use   # 40364

Ideal for dusting and collecting hair, cobwebs 
and hard-to-reach places such as blinds, 
under furniture, boilers, ceiling fans, recessed 
lights, clocks, picture frames, wardrobes, lint 
filter in dryers, behind or under dryers, stair-
wells, door frames etc.

  Caution  
If rubbed too hard on the edges the Flexi can 
have the effect of a knife and cut the fibre. The 
Flexi is fun to use but should not be used as 
a child’s toy.

  Use  
Dry. Charge the Dust Flexifibre first by rubbing 
each side with your hand for a few seconds to 
create a static charge.

  ENJO hints  
In conjunction with the Power Grip, it pro-
vides extended overhead reach of up to 
half a metre (with the Telescopic Pole up to  
2.5 metres). Now you can easily wipe off  
cobwebs in rooms with high ceilings. 

Dust Flexifibre
Dusting in hard-to-reach  
areas with our flexible tool.

  Area of use   # 40222

Optical glasses, sun glasses, sports glasses  
(ski, skydiving glasses, etc.) glass as well as 
plastic. For lenses of cameras and video cam-
eras, binoculars, microscopes, CD’s, DVD’s, 
screens, displays, etc. 

  Caution  
Sharp edges can damage this superfine cloth. 
This affects the looks but not the cleaning 
ability. Please read manufacturer instructions 
before use on specially coated glasses.

  Use  
Dry to damp. 1.) Coarse dust and dirt particles 
have to be removed damp or wet. 2.) If sur-
face is sensitive to water, only breathe on lens 
- do not use water. This will prevent scratches. 
Clean the surfaces without any pressure in 
circular motions.

Lens Cloth (Set of three) with Box 
Crystal clear sight with our cloth  
for glasses, camera and video lenses.

55cm
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Outdoor

  Area of use   # 40600

Cars, motorbikes, bicycles, children’s bikes, 
go-karts, pedal-cars, scooters, quad bikes, hel-
mets, campervans, tough plastics like outdoor 
furniture, tents, tarpaulins, etc.

  Caution  
To clean your car: spray the car first to loosen 
or remove dirt particles. Atmospheric dust 
particles may scratch surface. Therefore, it is 
important to use Garage Glove very wet and 
rinse often in a bucket of water. Wash from 
roof of car and work downwards. Wash wheel 
rims last. Hose again afterwards. Dry off with 
Outdoor ENJOfil which works as a chamois. 
As with traditional products, the car should 
not be washed in direct sunlight as this causes 
streaks on the paintwork.

  Use  
Wet to very wet.

   ENJO hints  
Brake dust can easily be removed from  
alloy wheels. 

Garage Glove
You have never cleaned your car  
faster, gentler and more effectively.

Outdoor | Additional Products

  Area of use   # 40663

Gardening tools (shovel, lawn mower), leisure 
(running, hiking and soccer shoes, outdoor 
furniture, sports equipment), window sills, 
flower pots, tents, bikes, letter-boxes, sculp-
tures, fountains, grave stones, stove doors, 
barbeques, stove ovens etc. Use the Marble 
Paste in combination with the Outdoor Scrub 
to remove stubborn dirt. Also ideal for animal 
coat and fur care. Use the dry rough side to 
brush off hairs and dirt. The dark grey side is 
used to remove hairs and dust particles. Use 
the Dust Glove for the sensitive face area.

  Caution  
Do not use the Outdoor Scrub on lacquer (car 
paint)! Our ENJOtex fibres are very heat sensi-
tive and melt when getting in contact with 
hot surfaces. Do not use our Fibres to clean 
hot surfaces (e.g. BBQ). Let the surface cool 
down first.

  Use  
Damp to wet.

Outdoor Scrub
Our all purpose product 
for outdoors.



  Area of use   # 40620

For daily use in all outdoor areas on very 
smooth surfaces such as car paintwork, inter-
ior and exte rior of cars, motorbikes, bicycles, 
tools, PVC window frames, etc. Generally to 
dry off in any outdoor situation.

  Caution  
Sharp edges can damage this superfine cloth. 
This affects the look but not the cleaning abil-
ity of the cloth.

  Use  
Dry to damp. Dry: For drying, fold cloth 2 to 
3 times through the middle. You will get 4 to 
8 cloth areas, which can be used to dry off 
surfaces. Damp: Wet the ENJOfil completely 
with cold water, wring, and then fold 2 to 3 
times through the middle. You will get 4 to 8 
cloth areas with which you can use to clean 
and dry.

  ENJO hints  
Works very well as a chamois on washed cars.

Outdoor ENJOfil
For high-tech drying – super soft,  
absorbent, and long lasting.

  Area of use   # 40601

Extremely versatile glove that works well on 
heavy dirt and grease base dirt. Examples of 
use include: BBQ, sports based equipment, 
boats, toys, slides, bikes,  gardening tools, 
swimming pools, spas, running shoes, out-
door furniture, greenhouse roofs, window 
sills, tents, flower pots, letter-boxes, sculp-
tures, fountains, car wheels, etc. 

  Caution  
Do not use the Outdoor Duo Glove on  
lacquer or any painted surface (i.e. car body 
work) as it will scratch the paint.

  Use  
Damp to wet.

  ENJO hints  
The dark grey side is excellent for cleaning the 
algae covered bottom of a boat. Also great on 
sooty and smoke-blackened fireplace doors 
and dirty BBQ plates or grills.

Outdoor Duo Glove
The ideal assistant for heavy  
dirt in outdoor areas.

  Area of use   # 41011

For cleaning surfaces with heavy dirt. For ex-
ample: BBQ grill, wheels with brake dust, etc.

  Caution  
Only use the Outdoor Maid on a cool BBQ, 
otherwise you will destroy the fibres.

  Use  
Wet.

Outdoor Maid
Just the right size to clean those  
hard-to-reach places in outdoor areas.

Additional 
Product

  Area of use   # 41008

The Spraybottle is used for spraying (damp-
ening) fibres and smaller surfaces. With the 
360° system, you can also spray overhead and 
in all directions.

  Caution  
Do not put highly concentrated or harsh 
chemicals into the bottle. 

  Use  
Fill the Spraybottle with approx. 500ml of 
water. The nozzle can be adjusted by twisting. 
Depending on the adjustment of the nozzle, 
water will be distributed from a jet to a fine 
mist when the handle is pressed.

Spraybottle
A must-have to get the most out of  
your ENJO fibres. No buckets required!

500ml
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Please follow  

these simple steps  

for optimum  

cleaning with your  

ENJO products.

 With the exception of the Lint Glove, wash all of the  

 fibres before first use.

  ENJO fibres don’t like: fabric softener, bleach, dryers,  

being wrung length ways or dry cleaning.

  Do not leave dirty or wet Floorfibres on the Floorcleaner to dry.

  For light soilage, rinse/wash fibres by hand.

  For medium or heavy soilage, machine wash fibres on the warm  

to hot setting using laundry soap. ENJO Revolution is recommended.

  Wash Bathroom ENJOfil with whites.   

Do not wash ENJO fibres with cotton clothing.

  After washing, hang fibres to dry.

  Occasionally wash the Floorcleaner Plate to remove dirt/grit.

How to take care
of your ENJO products

Use & care instructions | Helpers

Wet the top of the fibre. Roll water through evenly. Squeeze out any excess water. 

Use wet – dry afterwards

Use damp – no drying  
afterwards

Use dry

Optimum temperature

No bleach

No ironing

No tumble drying

No fabric softener

No dry cleaning

The following care instructions refer to the ENJO fibres.



  Area of use   # # 42000/42003

For use on upholstery or stains on carpet/
other textiles. Test on small, inconspicuous 
area first. Can also be used as washing agent 
to do the dark and co loured laundry, either by 
machine or hand wash.

  Caution  
The effectiveness of Real Soap Plus is affected 
by water hardness. It becomes less effective in 
very hard water. When used with hard water, 
calcium in the water mixes with the oil in the 
Soap and can result in streaks. If this is the 
case use Polishing Cleaner. Store out of reach 
of children. Store in a dry, cool, dark place.

  Use  
Pure or diluted. 1 teaspoon to 5 litres of water 
is sufficient (mixture 1:1000). 

  Area of use   # 42006/42007

Revolution’s natural coconut oil, sugar starch 
and natural plant oil cleans clothes and fibres 
thoroughly but gently.

  Caution   
Keep out of reach of children.

  Use  
Suitable for water temperatures between 
20°C and 95°C, with best results around 60°C 
(warm to hot setting for most machines). Add 
5 ml to 10 ml to wash average loads. In areas 
with hard water, up to 30 ml may be required. 
For hand washing, 15 ml or 20 ml for 10 litres 
of water is sufficient.

Helpers

Calcium Dissolver
Our answer for stubborn heavy calcium, 
lime scale, or hard water deposits.

  Area of use   # 42001/42004

Bathroom, toilet, etc. To remove stubborn 
stains such as calcium, rust and surface mould. 
Dilute and rinse off thoroughly as it is a natural 
bleach – test on inconspicuous area. Use to 
assist the Combiwiper on windows that have 
stubborn water stains. Read label before use.

  Caution  
Do not use on enamelled surfaces and sensi-
tive bathroom fixtures (gold, thinly chromed, 
bronzed or anodized surfaces). Not suitable 
for marble, granite, gold and brass. Store out 
of reach of children. Store in a dry, cool, dark 
place.

  Use  
Pure or diluted. 1 teaspoon to 1 litre of water is 
sufficient (mixture 1:200). 

Real Soap Plus
The “degreaser”, ideal for spot cleaning and  
removing heavy grease built up from fibres.

250ml/1000ml 250ml/1000ml

Revolution
Strong yet gentle washing detergent with 
Aloe Vera – no need for fabric softener!

1000ml/3000ml

  Area of use   # 42202

For any smooth leather such as shoes, bags, 
jackets, wallets, belts and sport shoes. For 
wood: natural wooden furniture, doors, chairs, 
tables, and solid wood and veneered furniture.

  Caution  
Do not use on glass surfaces such as wind-
screens/windshields or similar and on non 
absorbent materials as streaking may occur. 
Store out of reach of children. Store in a cool, 
dry, dark place. Please read label before use.

  Use  
Apply onto clean, dry leather surface. Apply 
a thin layer with the added Polishing Fibre, 
leave for Balm to be absorbed, and then re-
move excess Balm with the dry Polishing Fibre 
and buff. Before using on wood clean with our 
Plus Line Duo Glove to enable the Balm to 
penetrate into the wood.

Leather & Wood Balm 
Natural nourishment for smooth  
leather products and wood surfaces.

240ml with Cloth

  Area of use   # 42200

To remove stubborn stains and loosen baked-
on grime on stainless steel sinks, any metals, 
acrylic wash basins, ceramic/stove tops, stains 
and baked-on spills in the oven or pots, as 
well as any surface which can be polished. 
Ideal for chromed objects, for brake dust 
on car/motorcycle alloy wheels or oxidized  
surfaces. Please read label before use.

  Caution  
Store out of reach of children. Store in a cool, 
dry, dark place. Has mild abrasive qualities. 
Test on inconspicuous area first. Not suitable 
on some stainless steel, Perspex/Plexiglass or 
plated silver/gold.

  Use  
Use Marble Paste with a damp ENJO fibre and 
wipe onto the surface to be cleaned. Rinse 
well afterwards.

Marble Paste 
Ideal for stubborn stains and burnt-on 
grime where a little scouring is required.

500g

Polishing Cleaner
Concentrated but gentle agent for surfaces 
where you want a high gloss shine.

  Area of use   # 42002

Surfaces where a shine is desirable, e.g. highly 
polished wooden floors or marble. Can also 
be added to dishwasher instead of finishing 
agent. Please read label before use.

  Caution   
Keep out of reach of children. Store in a cool, 
dry and dark place.

  Use  
Please note: Use very sparingly! 2 to 3  drops 
of Polishing Cleaner are sufficient for 5 litres 
of water! Alternatively 2 drops of Polishing 
Cleaner can be put directly on the fibre. A 
few drops in the rinse water are sufficient to 
achieve an optimal shining result.

250ml

Why does ENJO offer helpers?
Sometimes ENJO fibres may need assistance to break through stubborn 
residue and dirt. So why not try ENJO’s natural based helpers.



Skin care
in balance with nature

28 | 29 Skin care

Savour your beautiful  

soft complexion.

Take time to indulge yourself with 

skin care products. 

Since 1993, ENJO has offered a body 

care range to compliment ENJO Body 

fibres. We combine our revolution-

ary fibre technology with the healing 

properties of Austrian nature to give the 

body what it needs – pore-deep clean-

ing and nourishment.

Pore-deep pure.

Our skin care fibres have been de-

veloped specifically to cleanse and 

stimulate the skin. Depending on the 

amount of water used, the fibre serves 

to exfoliate and massage the skin. It 

gently removes surface body oils and 

dead skin cells, activates the blood 

circulation and increases the blood sup-

ply to the skin. Thereby the oxygen flow 

is stimulated, enhancing the regenera-

tion of new skin cells.



Skin care
in balance with nature

  My Spa   # 40405

The Face Duo Glove has been specially de-
veloped for sensitive and delicate skin. The 
fibre gently removes dead skin cells, makeup 
and surface body oils. The blood circulation 
is stimulated, resulting in a fresh glow to the 
complexion. Clean the face and the décolleté 
without pressure in circular movements.

Face Duo Glove
Our small glove for sensitive  
and delicate skin. 

  My Spa   # 40404

The Body Duo Glove cleans the skin pore-
deep. To create positive blood circulation, 
massage your skin with our fibre (combined 
with a small amount of our Shampoo & 
Shower Gel) from your feet upwards and from 
your hands towards your heart in. The striped 
fibre side is suitable for sensitive skin, the dark 
fibre for normal skin.

Body Duo Glove
Our double-sided body glove  
for pore-deep cleansing.

  My Spa   # 40423

The 126 x 50cm Spa & Sport Towel comple-
ments the ENJOspa line. Whether you are at 
the gym, spa, or pool, the Spa & Sport Towel 
is ideal. Use as a turban for wet hair, drying 
after a shower or as an underlay for fitness 
equipment. The Spa & Sport Towel is made 
of a special fabric designed to absorb a lot of 
water. Also available in a smaller face towel 
size of 41.5 x 36 cm. 

Spa & Sport Towel
Whether you are at the gym, spa or pool, 
our Towel is your ideal companion.

  My Spa   # 40441

Makeup and mascara, as well as dead skin 
cells, are removed gently with our Eye Pad. 
The soft fibre is also suitable for sensitive 
skin and sensitive skin areas. Also available in  
7 pack.

Eye Pad
Remove makeup and mascara  
gently yet thoroughly.

Body cleansing

ENJO’s expertise in fibre technology is now available to the medical com-
munity.  Please refer to the wound-cleaning specialist Lohmann & Rauscher 
(www.lohmann-rauscher.com) for more information about the fibre  
product Debrisoft.
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Body care

Skin care

Each product is a piece of art

We want our skin to gleam in its natural beauty and don’t want anything unnatural to be 

on our skin. Therefore, we use the healing properties of Austrian nature and we source 

most of the ingredients locally in Vorarlberg, Austria.



  My Spa   # 42415

Indulge your hands daily to protect and nur-
ture them. The special formula of cornflower 
extract, rosehip seed and broccoli oil is ab-
sorbed quickly by the skin and leaves the skin 
beautifully smooth.

  Ingredients  
serum lactis (whey), aqua (water), caprylic/capric triglyceride, 

glycerin, glyceryl stearate, ethylhexyl palmitate, rosa canina 

(rose hip) seed oil, brassica oleracea italica (broccoli) seed oil, 

stearyl alcohol, cetyl alcohol, tocopherol, centaurea cyanus 

flower (cornflower) extract, sodium hydroxide, leontopodium 

alpinum flower/leaf extract, aloe barbadensis (aloe vera) pow-

der, maltodextrin, carbomer, parfum (fragrance), benzyl alco-

hol, benzoic acid, sorbic acid, butylphenyl methylpropional, 

linalool, citronellol, hexyl cinnamal.

Hand Care
The delicate surface of the hands is one  
of the most demanding skin areas.

  My Spa   # 42417

The soothing gel offers pure refreshment with 
rosemary, thyme and peppermint oil. Care-
fully chosen ingredients ease muscle tension 
and can also be applied to the chest and back 
to relieve congestion. 

  Ingredients  
alcohol denat., aqua (water), menthol, glycerin, car-

bomer, triethanolamin, mentha piperita (peppermint) 

oil, rosmarinus officinalis (rosemary) oil, thymus vulgaris 

(thyme) oil, limonene*, linalool*, benzylalkohol*, eugenol*. 
* Component of essential oils.

Energy Gel
The reviving and cooling effect of the  
gel stimulates your body and senses.

  My Spa   # 42413

The scalp needs to be reinvigorated and 
calmed. The mild formula of our Shampoo & 
Shower Gel with carefully chosen ingredients 
is suitable for all hair and skin types.

  Ingredients  
serum lactis (whey), sodium C14-C16 olefin sulfonate  

(olefinsulfonate), cocamidopropyl betaine, glycerin, aqua 

(water), folium taraxaci cs., sorbitan sesquicaprylate, betaine, 

benzyl alcohol, benzoic acid, sorbic acid, parfum (fragrance),  

hydroxypropyl guar, hydroxypropyltrimonium chloride,  

leontopodium alpinum flower/leaf extract, citric acid,  

maltodextrin, potassium sorbate, sodium benzoate.

Shampoo & Shower Gel
Beautiful hair needs to be strengthened  
from within and polished.

Body care
Each product is a piece of art
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Your independent ENJO Consultant

Quality products made in Austria


